15 Best Minecraft Survival Servers You Should Check Out
There are tons of ways to play Minecraft due to the game’s sandbox nature. Nevertheless,
top-of-the-line ways to expertise the better of the sport is certainly by way of Minecraft
survival servers. What are they and which server is the very best so that you can explore?
Let’s discover out.
What's Minecraft SMP?
Minecraft has tons of recreation modes that new and old gamers alike can get pleasure from.
There’s this is what awesome looks like could merely play by means of till you get to the
“endgame” places. Doing this simply means you'll be able to simply play through the
Minecraft vanilla servers without utilizing any mods or downloads.
However, you too can become a speedrunner and check out reaching the ending as fast as
you may. However, Minecraft can also be pretty well-known for being a sandbox-type
recreation wherein you can create almost any world you need. For instance, you'll be able to
dedicate a world to turn into a big mini-recreation you create through the game’s engine.
Alternatively, you may as well simply construct and re-create actual-life monuments and
landmarks.
Lastly, probably the greatest and most exciting strategies to play the sport is thru multiplayer
mode. It’s also called “survival multiplayer” or SMP for brief. Minecraft survival servers like
these let you get pleasure from all of the survival aspects of the sport with fellow Minecraft
lovers. Whether they’re your real-life mates or strangers, you'll be able to all take pleasure in
enjoying in a single server together.
However, Minecraft survival servers aren’t always about survival, per se. Opposite to what
the identify implies, these servers can merely be based mostly on whatever the player needs
it to be. Therefore, the time period SMP could be slightly imprecise as it doesn’t precisely
pertain to survival mode. Generally, Minecraft survival servers merely exist as group servers
the place associates can dangle out.
15 Best Minecraft Survival Servers It's best to Try
What are some good survival servers on Minecraft? Now that you’re prepared to jump in,
here’s our server list of the 15 greatest Minecraft survival servers in 2021.
Applecraft | Blockdrop Community | CubeCraft | DatBlock | Herobrine | Hypixel |
JartexNetwork | ManaCube | Mineplex | MineSuperior | MineVille | Pixelmon Reforged Server
| Purple Prison | SurviveWithUs | The Mining Dead
1. Applecraft
IP Deal with: play.applecraftmc.org

Considered one of the most popular Minecraft survival servers on our list is the Applecraft
server. In truth, it’s so widespread that it may have hundreds of gamers during peak hours.
It’s definitely probably the greatest ways to experience the game and is finest for extra
peaceful varieties. That’s because raiding and grieving different players are banned from the
server. Furthermore, moderators and employees try to actively keep things as raid-free as
possible.
What makes Applecraft so particular? Firstly, it features a considerably unique expertise
through its gameplay mechanics. For example, it consists of custom participant
outlets/SetHomes for voting. However, it’s among the finest Minecraft vanilla servers for
players who need the vanilla expertise. It’s certainly still a survival recreation (with a parkour
mini-sport on the aspect). Nevertheless, what’s great about it is you may play the vanilla
version on a giant map in multiplayer.
2. Blockdrop Network
IP Deal with: bedwars.games
A few of the perfect Minecraft survival servers focus not on one however many alternative
gameplay mechanics. Blockdrop Network is one such server the place you can create, have
factions, play mini-video games, survive, and extra. Nevertheless, its most prominent feature
is actually the game’s Bedwars mechanic.
Bedwars is a reasonably easy recreation: all you need is to protect your mattress whereas
eliminating other players’ beds. It can be pretty fun and thrilling, especially if you liked to play
video games like tag throughout childhood. Then again, Blockdrop Community has also not
too long ago added a brand new mode called “City Life.” This mode merely enables you to
play a simulator game just like the Sims. Through it, you'll be able to rent apartments, find
jobs, earn a dwelling, and extra.
IP Handle: play.cubecraft.web
CubeCraft, among the finest Minecraft survival servers, isn’t about survival in any respect. In
actual fact, it’s principally about elaborate mini-video games that players can engage in and
leisurely enjoy. Within CubeCraft, you may get pleasure from a vast number of well-made
mini-games. There’s every little thing from parkour maps to tower protection and even
SkyWars. Who says you had to leave Minecraft to play totally different sorts of video games?
It’s Minecraft servers like CubeCraft that truly deliver out the creativity Minecraft survival
servers are so well-known for. All that you must do is bounce in and play to your heart’s
content. No wonder it’s such a well-liked server!
4. DatBlock

IP Handle: play.datblock.com
Top-of-the-line Minecraft survival servers that carry you a wide range of experiences is
DatBlock. With it, you may expertise multiplayer survival through a number of lenses. These
might be the vanilla model of the sport or one thing with a bit extra oomph to it like Skyblock.
Nevertheless, being a variety server isn’t the one robust level DatBlock has. That’s as a
result of it also serves unique ideas by means of these survival experiences. For instance,
the server has DatEarth mode, a mode where you play on a map of the Earth. It even has
geopolitical battle among its towns and nations, so expect a little bit of warfare. Alternatively,
it also has DatMars the place - you guessed it - you possibly can play on an inhospitable
planet. It’s like Mars, so sure, it may not be attainable to survive - however you'll be able to
have enjoyable attempting anyway.
5. Herobrine
IP Address: herobrine.org
Minecraft survival servers have been around for a while and it’s part of why Minecraft has
lasted this long. Herobrine is without doubt one of the originals that brings a classic
multiplayer experience to all who might enter. It’s among the finest servers to play if you
would like great mini-video games, an in depth environment, and bedwars.
After all, bedwars within this server could appear redundant after having it in other servers
already. However, we guarantee you loads of enjoyable because the bedwars inside
Herobrine are unlike any other. Unconvinced? Verify the server out for your self and see the
way you prefer it.
6. Hypixel
IP Tackle: mc.hypixel.net
One in every of the most important Minecraft survival servers in existence is probably
Hypixel. If you’ve been around for a while, you may need heard that identify earlier than.
That’s as a result of it’s one of the crucial played Minecraft survival servers so far. Ever since
it was created in 2013, players have been arriving non-cease.
It’s pretty simple to see why when you step into the sport. That’s because Hypixel caters to
all types of Minecraft gamers. Whether you want competitive PvP otherwise you want to calm
down and stay impartial, Hypixel has one thing for you. Inside the server, you'll be able to
mine for diamonds, fight mobs, fight other players, and even create gigantic builds. There are
a few dozen modes you possibly can select from by way of its useful stock interface. Simply
choose one and you’re off.
7. JartexNetwork

IP Address: high.jartex.fun
Should you want a high-quality variety survival server, then JartexNetwork could be the one
for you. From the minute you log in, the server will feel extremely polished and well designed.
The entire in-sport modes have been meticulously selected and the controls themselves are
also pretty intuitive.
Furthermore, JartexNetwork has every part you may want from an SMP like this. You'll be
able to play mini-games, have interaction in survival gameplay, do PvP by way of factions,
skyblock, and bedwars, and even play creatively. It’s the proper one-dimension-suits-all type
of place and among the best survival servers on the market.
8. ManaCube
IP Tackle: play.manacube.internet
One of the unique Minecraft survival servers on this list is definitely ManaCube. Within its
sprawling world, you will discover most stuff you might expect from a server with selection.
Particularly, survival skyblock factions, parkour, inventive gameplay, and extra.
However, it isn’t the variety that makes this server particular. That’s as a result of ManaCube
is dwelling to a few of essentially the most unique survival modes in the sport. For instance,
the server has a cool island game mode whereby you've gotten to outlive on a submerged
island. Nonetheless, the tricky part is that you need to avoid the poisoned water that
surrounds the realm. However, ManaCube also has a prison-based mostly server. Inside it,
it's important to do your best to outlive by creating wealth, ranking up, and unlocking extra
areas.
9. Mineplex
IP Deal with: eu.mineplex.com / us.mineplex.com
It’s not typically you discover Minecraft survival servers the place you may have your
personal world. That’s as a result of the server needs to be big sufficient to really feel such as
you own it. Having survival servers like that with tons of other gamers around isn't any
straightforward feat. That's except you’re playing within Mineplex.
Mineplex is the biggest Minecraft server by far. It has tons of battle arenas, zones, and more
for numerous sport sorts. In truth, it’s so giant that the server usually has 1000's of gamers at
any given time of the day. Some may even say it appears like a professional MMO with how
large it's. Within the server, you can interact in PvP, interact in its version of Mario Kart, and
extra.
10. MineSuperior

IP Address: hub.mcs.gg
The most effective survival servers within Minecraft is actually MineSuperior. It’s probably the
greatest on the market if you’re after Minecraft 1.14 survival servers targeted on skyblocks.
That’s as a result of it switches issues up from what you often experience in other Skyblock
servers. Nevertheless, the server additionally displays a bit of vary because it additionally
provides players with other recreation modes.
Then again, fans of historical fantasy (or simply history) may also want to check it out. The
server is primarily crafted with a medieval theme in mind. Furthermore, its current Skyblock
additions are available in historic Greek and Roman variants you actually won’t need to miss.
11. MineVille
IP Tackle: server.mineville.org
Minecraft survival servers come in all styles and sizes and most of them supply a number of
sport modes directly. That’s certainly true for MineVille, a server where you may feel
paralyzed by the variety of choices you have got. After all, there’s your basic survival mode
that MineVille nails (and nearly perfects).
Nevertheless, you possibly can play its other recreation modes, too. Moreover, what’s nice
about these modes is that there are tons of unexpected mechanics and twists. For example,
you'll find historical trials, marriages, races, and even jobs in these modes. It even has
customized enchantments in case you’re up for one thing extra fantasy-oriented. If you’re
already bored of all the other Minecraft survival servers, we highly encourage you to check
this one out.
12. Pixelmon Reforged Server
IP Address: hub.mc-advanced.com
If you’re a Pokemon and a Minecraft fan, this subsequent decide ought to be one of your
prime decisions. We’re speaking in regards to the Pixelmon Reforged Server - top-of-the-line
Pixelmon servers within the game. It has all the pieces you may want in a PokemonMinecraft collaboration. Though it’s unofficial, it will possibly very nicely feel like that already
with how polished everything is.
However, it’s one of those servers the place you might want to have your Minecraft modded.
That you must obtain and set up the Pixelmon mod pack before you can play. Afterward,
you'll be able to access over 850 Pokemon throughout the server!
Pixelmon Reforged additionally has several other recreation modes up its sleeve. There are
vanilla game modes for survival, inventive, and even skyblock for followers of the base sport.

Nonetheless, where it actually shines is in its Pokemon-like gameplay.
13. Purple Prison
IP Deal with: purpleprison.net
Have you ever needed to break out of prison? While Purple Prison can’t promise to show
actual-life jailbreak mechanics, it could possibly provide tons of Prison-based mostly fun. It’s
the most effective Minecraft survival servers out there if you would like something prisonthemed.
The sport begins players off by placing them in jail. Then, gamers have to earn sufficient
money to free themselves after which survive in the massive world forward. Afterward, it feels
very very like your standard survival PvP. However, it’s much more brutal than most other
servers with a heavy concentrate on PvP and raiding. You can even make trade outposts,
type gangs, create towns, and extra. The actual world is tough - however so is Purple Prison.
14. SurviveWithUs
IP Tackle: mc.survivewith.us
What Minecraft servers have survival multiplayer, you ask? There are tons we’ve already
mentioned on this listing. Nevertheless, one among the most popular Minecraft survival
servers is undoubtedly SurviveWithUs. The identify says all of it and it delivers as among the
finest and most excessive-quality survival multiplayer.
A part of the explanation why it’s so good is that there’s constant assist for the server. It was
created again in 2018 but it’s nonetheless receiving weekly updates even in 2021. Every
plugin is even customized made thanks to the builders so you’re sure to have enjoyable with
excessive-high quality gameplay.
Within the server, you’ll find that the sport rewards those that know Minecraft’s core survival
gameplay. Whether or not it’s gaining in-sport cash for killing mobs or land claiming for
perpetual survival. If you’re willing to place your Minecraft survival abilities to the check,
SurviveWithUs is the most effective server to go for.
15. The Mining Dead
IP Handle: us.miningdead.com
The regular survival expertise in most survival servers can feel boring after some time. If that
sounds such as you, why not swap issues up with “The Mining Dead” survival server?
As you might have anticipated, this server is predicated on the well-known Tv present, “The
Walking Useless.” All the server is impressed by it and takes place in a put up-apocalyptic

zombie-ridden world. In fact, the principle goal continues to be to survive. Nonetheless, it’s
fairly tough since you begin with zero inventory and should wander through every desolate
area for sources. Furthermore, it's a must to fend off all the pesky zombies whereas you’re at
it.
Why Play Minecraft Survival Mode?
Minecraft is among the best on-line games on the planet and it’s no surprise why. Regardless
of what the blocky exterior might have you assume, the game may be very deep and has
tons to offer. You may even end up sinking hundreds of hours into the sport with out realizing
it. Nevertheless, if the base sport is already nice, why should you even consider attempting
Minecraft survival servers? There are several reasons we are able to think of however listed
below are three of the biggest ones.
Fun Challenge
Any survival sport poses a challenge to the participant because it’s all up to you to build your
technique. How will you survive the times and gather your assets? What can you do to fend
off the enemies (and other players) lurking about searching for to kill you?
It’s a battle of wits and ability and actually puts your mind to the take a look at. Moreover,
there aren’t precisely any actual-world consequences (other than rage-quitting and
destroying your keyboard). It’s the right way to test your talents and have fun while you’re at
it.
Tons of Selection
Minecraft survival servers are available in so many shapes and forms that it’s almost
inconceivable to sift via all of them. There are giant and small survival servers, with each one
lovingly created by some passionate player. Moreover, each has some form of theme or
mechanic that can appeal to completely different sorts of gamers.
For example, some Minecraft survival servers focus more on a multiplayer vanilla expertise.
Others attempt to crank issues up a notch by adding medieval themes or mechanics from
other games. Some have the sims, others have Pokemon, and there are numerous more
with creative world-constructing that you may in any other case miss. If you’re bored of the
bottom recreation and wish some selection, it’s among the best methods to seek out change.
Fun with Associates and the Neighborhood
Lastly, one among the largest benefits of Minecraft survival servers is that they’re
extraordinarily enjoyable to play with buddies. Minecraft is nice already as a person game for
single players. Nonetheless, there’s tons of enjoyable to be had when you’re playing with
like-minded people. Furthermore, you can even invite your friends and play together.

Learn how to Make Your personal Minecraft Survival Server
When you already love Minecraft survival servers, you would possibly want to dabble in
creation. After all, what better method to culminate your love for the sport than by creating
your personal rendition? If you’re new to this, here’s the best way to create a survival server
in Minecraft with the Java Edition.
Step 1: Download Minecraft Java Edition
Firstly, internet hosting a custom server will require you to have Minecraft Java Edition.
Pocket, Home windows 10, or console versions won’t lower it, so ensure to buy and
download the Java Edition first.
Step 2: Obtain the most recent Java Model
Secondly, it’s time to ensure you have got the most recent model of Java. You may install the
latest version here. The steps to download the program could be similar to how you’d usually
obtain other software program.
Simply click on on the download button on the web site and comply with its phrases and
situations. Afterward, run the JavaSetup executable file from inside your downloads folder.
Then, permit the app to make changes to your computer and hit the Install button on the
installer.
Next, it’s time to obtain the Server.jar file from the Minecraft web site. Download the link that
says minecraft_server.1.17.1.jar (Be aware: the number might change primarily based on the
most recent model).
Step 4: Create a brand new Folder
Afterward, create a brand new folder in your desktop where you'll be able to host the entire
files. You may identify this “Minecraft Server” or the name you want on your project. Then,
return to the downloads folder and duplicate-paste the Server.jar file in your newly created
Minecraft folder. Afterward, right-click on on the copied file and click on “Open” to run it. This
should populate the folder with the required information to run the application.
Step 5: Launch the Server
Next, open the eula.textual content file created in the folder and change the road “eula=false”
to “eula=true.” Afterward, go to the notepad’s File menu and hit Save. Then, go back to the
server.jar file, right-click on it, after which hit “Open.” This could open a window that ought to
point out that you’ve officially launched a new server.
At this level, you'll be able to already play on the server with buddies who've the same
internet connection as you. Congratulations and have enjoyable!

Elective: Tips on how to Set Issue
The problem level is a kind of server features in Minecraft that really add spice to the
gameplay. Some may want extra peaceful game modes whereas others need more of a
challenge. Regardless of which kind you are, here’s find out how to set the issue on your
server.
Take note that you can only do this if you’re already a server operator. In any other case, you
can’t make these changes without the required permissions. Without further ado, here’s how
to vary your server’s difficulty:
Enter the Minecraft server.
Launch the chat and type in: /issue Be aware: can either be peaceful, straightforward,
regular, or exhausting
E.g. /difficulty hard
With that, you’ve finally set your game’s issue degree. Get pleasure from your new world
that’s both peaceful or run amok with enemies!
Final Word
Playing in Minecraft survival servers is extraordinarily fun. All you need is the server IP and
the correct downloads to get issues started. It’s certainly among the best methods to
experience the sport if you’re uninterested in taking part in alone. Furthermore, it’s a good
way to really sink your teeth into all of the creative gameplay mechanics a server provides.
What’s more, it’s an excellent technique to “socialize” with out having to step exterior.

